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A nyone who knows a IiUle about Shin Bud
dhism, or more particularly about the reach

ings of its founder Shinran (1173-1262), will know 
that the essence of the nembulsu experience is 
shinjin, or faith. That is, the nembulsu - the 
outward practice of invoking the name of Amida 
Buddha - is inextricably tied to the inner state of 
mind of the person, specifically the mind of faith. 
The name of Amida may be invoked outside of the 
Slate of faith, but in that case it is not the true nem
bulsu but rather aself-contrivednembulsu. Faith in 
fact is the active ingredient giving thenembulsu its 
potency. Without faith, the nembulsu becomes 
merely words imilated but not underslOOd. In 
short, faith is the crux of the nembulsu experience. 
II is this basic premise that makes Shin Buddhism 
a highly psychological religion, one in which the 
inner state of mind becomes an overriding con-
ccrn. 

This inner state of mind known as faith 
is not a personally generated condition, for it is not 
a product of one's own internal activity. Inward 
striving and effort only obstruct faith, so it is only 
when they come to an end that faith itself can 
appear. When it appears, it comes on almost mi
raculously, or perhaps unexpectedly, or maybe 
even imperceptibly. The reason is that faith is an 
uuerly unpremeditated (wa ga hakarawazu) con
dition. But when it is in place, faith exists as an 
indestructible Slate of mind (konglishin), and 
hence it endures the moral and personal vicissi
tudes of one's life. Faith, then, is the true cause of 
birth in Pure Land (shinjin sMin), or to use 
Shinran's words it is the "immediate cause" 
(naiin). It is unfailing not because it is the creation 
of human beings, for they are subject to repeated 
failings, but rather because it is a state of mind 
generated by the Buddha and implanted in hu
mans. 
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What is the connection between this 
special slate of mind and the nembulsu itself? The 
nembulsu, or invoking Amida's name, is a con
crete external event to which faith is directly 
linked. Saying the nembulsu may be the starting 
point for faith, i.e., the event that causes faith to 
arise in a penon in the first place. Or, it may be a 
continuing practice in a person's liCe offaith, i.e., 
the most poignant outward expression of one's 
inner Slate of faith. The nembulsu has the power 
to evoke faith from a person, and it also offers a 
palpable form for faith to be expressed outwardly 
from the person. It provides concretion to a 
religious Slate which is in essence personal and 
private. The nembulsuis, in short, a public symbol 
used interactively between individuals. It has the 
capaci ty to transform the experience of anyone 
individual, but at the same time it gives individu
als a commonly recognized vocabulary for con
veying to the world what that transformative 
experience is like. The nembulsu and faith thus 
breathe life into each other. They bestow meaning 
on one another. The nembulsu without faith is a 
hallow symbol, preserved in society by historical 
happenstance. Faith without the nembulsu is relig
iously "solitary confinement" - the slate of being 
locked into one's own mind with no religious link 
to the outside world. Only in connection with each 
other do faith and the nembulsu constitute a 
complete religious life. 

RELIGIOUS TRADITION AND PERSONAL 
CONFIRMATION 

The profile of Shin reachings just pre
sented is, needless to say, an interprelation. It is a 
patchwork of ideas drawn from the Shin tradition 
on the one hand and from my own conceptual 
structuring on the other. Virtually any attempt to 
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deal with religious questions will inevilably in
volve a combination of these two elements. When 
we pose questions like "What is Shin Buddhism?" 
or "What is the nembutsu?" or, perhaps hardest of 
all, "What is faith?" weare forced into a quandary. 
We are forced 10 ask: What is going to be the basis 
of authority for providing a correct answec 10 these 
questions? In searching for sources of authority, 
we are ultimately led back 10 tradition on the one 
hand and personal affmnation on the other. 

In addressing questions of faith, we must 
fIrSt come 10 terms with what people have said in 
the past. We have inherited a body of religious 
writings which speak directly to these issues. 
Shinran, Kalcunyo (1270-1352), Rennyo (1415-
1499), and subsequent Shin Buddhists right down 
10 Ibe present have all given their own explana
tions of the significance and meaning of faith. Are 
their writings the basis of our authority? And if so, 
should we give more weight to some - such as 
Shinran's - and less 10 olbers - such as 
Rennyo's? Certainly, Shinran has emecged as the 
towering figure in the Shin tradition, and he is 
even regarded as a manifest fonn of Amida 
Buddha. Such aggrandizement adds special 
weight and authority 10 his teachings. The reli
gious tradition built around Shinran's words of
fees one means of answering these fundamental 
religious questions. Specifically, the tradition has 
provided a variety of doclrinal fonnulas for ex
plaining what faith is. 

Ovec and against tradition we have an
othec basis for religious authority: what might be 
described as "personal confirmation." The source 
of personal confirmation is individual experience. 
At every moment in Ibe hisrory of a religious 
tradition there is a personal assessment of its 
message . Individual members are constantly 
"lrying-on-for-size" the sacred teachings and 
doclrines that their tradition presents 10 them. The 
things that "fit best" in a person's religious psyche 
are the things that the person tends to identify as 
the essence of the tradition. Things that do not 
"fit" well tend 10 fall into the background of that 
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person's pezception of the tradition. Though we 
might look upoo such perceptions as subjective 
and idiosyncratic, they are in fact the life-blood of 
the tradition. It is only when the inherited elements 
of a religion are internalized on a personal basis 
that the religion continues to be a living tradition. 
Without such individual "lrying-on-for-size" it 
merely becomes a curiosity of the past 

The principal elements of any religious 
tradition originally began as the subjective and 
idiosyncratic views of particular individuals. For 
instance, the great religious insights propounded 
by Shinran and Rennyo represent their own rendi
tion of what religious truth is. In the beginning 
these insights were personal religious views ar
rived at individually. What has made them foun
dational doclrines of Shin Buddhism is repeated 
confirmation of them by individual Shin believers 
ovec the centuries. Hence, when we inquire inro 
the nature of faith, we cannot ignore the personal 
inspirations and insights of individuals. 

ORTIIOOOXY AND HERESY 

Before returning 10 the question of faith, 
I would like to extend this analysis of religious 
tradition one step further - to touch on the 
concepts of orthodoxy and heresy. In the abstract, 
orthodoxy may be defined as diamelrical oppo
sites. IT orthodoxy is synonymous with religious 
truth, then heresy is that which opposes or ob
structs this truth. Hecesy does not indicate just 
anything outside of orthodoxy, for there are many 
things that may not be orthodox and yet not 
heretical. Heresy must diverge from orthodoxy in 
such a way that religious truth is disrorted and 
salvation subverted. In Ibis respect, heresy is not 
merely a mistake but rathec a profound religious 
failing that has dire consequences for one's life. 

Orthodoxy and hecesy can be ap
proached from two different standpoints. One is 
the personal point of view emerging out of the 
believer's innec religious experience, and the 
other is the public point of view defined by an 
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organized body of believets. The IWO levels are 
inextricably linked to each other. Public designa
tions of orthodoxy and heresy are informed by 
private views. and therefore constantly depend on 
the religious experiences of individuals for confIr
mation. Theoretically. whal undergirds the public 
conception of orthodoxy and heresy is the assent 
of a body of believers guided by their own inner 
experiences. Nonetheless. the public and the pri
vate views are notalways identical. What is hereti
cal from the public standpoint may be orthodox in 
the eyes of the individual. and vice veISa. When
ever people propound a heresy. they do not 
conceive of it in their own mind as heresy but 
rather as religious !ruth. It would take a pr0-

foundly cynical and devious individual to pro
pound as religious !ruth what he or she knew 10 be 
false. Hence. when conflicts arise between an 
individual and a body of believers over matters of 
orthodoxy and heresy. it is almost always a case 
of conflicting views of religious !ruth. not of clear
cut choices between orthodoxy and heresy. In 
these conflicts. the peISOnal beliefs of the individ
ual cannot be ignored. since they are the milieu 
from which public designations of orthodoxy and 
heresy arise. Likewise. the public view cannot be 
disregarded. for it represents a consensus of indi
vidual believets. which often shapes and influ
ences private religious experiences. Conse
quently. any defmition of orthodoxy and heresy 
must take into account both peISOnal and public 
points of view. or in olher words both lradition and 
personal confirmation. Where conflict exists be
tween the two. new formulations of orthodoxy and 
heresy are in the making. 

Orthodoxy and heresy. as public con
cepts. are most commonly associaled with formal 
religious organizations. During their early stages 
of development, religious organizations fre
quently revolve around a charismatic leader. In 
succeeding generations the teachings of that per
son actas a kind of tether for orthodoxy. constrain
ing it within the limits of consistency and plau
sible interpretation. Orthodoxy may develop in a 
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variety of directions. but it may not conbOvelt the 
founder's teachings in any blatant way as long as 
they stand as the basis for the religious heritage. 
That is the reason that Shinran' s teachings tend to 
be viewed as sacrosanct and inviolable in Ihe Shin 
lradition. From the point of view of the believer. 
orthodoxy is fixed. absolute. and eternal. for it is 
none other than religious !ruth. From a historical 
petspeCtive orthodoxy is constantly evolving. 
primarily as a result of the interpretations and re
interpretations presented by believets in the per
ennial process of personal confIrmation of tradi
tion. Hence. orthodoxy in Shin Buddhism today 
contains many elements that were never spelled 
out by Shinran. and some that were hardly inti
mated by him. Examples of them are the idea that 
the nembulSu is a response of indebtedness or 
gratitude to the Buddha (sMmyl1 Mon). the idea 
that the believer of limited capacilY and the 
Buddha of absolute !ruth are of one substance 
(JdMiltaJ). and the idea of relying on the Buddha 
to please save me (tasoke tamae to tanomu). 
Throughout Shin history a host of propositions 
have been put forward as the definition of faith or 
the essence of Shin Buddhism. Some of them. 
such as the particular items I have just mentioned. 
have been accepted as !rue. and hence have 
emerged as the basic axioms of Shin orthodoxy. 
Othets have been rejected. and Iherefore are 
branded as Shin heresy. We must keep in mind. 
however. that whether viewed today as orthodox 
or heretical. each of these propositions began as an 
altempt to explicate the meaning of Shin faith in 
the light of personal experience. and thus to get at 
Ihe nature of religious !ruth. 

SHIN ORTIIODOXY 

At this point we should return to our 
original topic of Shin faith. its meaning and 
significance. Questions of orthodoxy and heresy 
are particularly problematic in Shin Buddhism 
simply because faith is such a crucial componenL 
In systems of religion where practice is the 
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essential element - examples are Yedic Hindu
ism, Orthodox Judaism, and perhaps even Shin
goo Buddhism - questions of right and wrong are 
tied in part to extema1ly observable forms: sacred 
chants, defined rituals, ethic codes, dietary prac
tices, and so forth. Hence, the correctness of one's 
religious condition can be verified to a certain ex
tent by outside observers. This is not to say that 
there is no internal or psychological dimension to 
those religions, but simply that orthodoxy is 
defmed as much by what one does outwardly as by 
what one is inwardly. Shin Buddhism, by contrast, 
gives far more weight to the inner state. Because 
this is not a publicly observable realm, it is much 
more difficult to assess the correctness or incor
rectness of a person's religious experience. This 
means that statements of orthodoxy and heresy in 
Shin Buddhism tend to dcal with one's frame of 
mind or religious outlook rather than with one's 
performance or practices. This psychological 
dimension of Shin Buddhism is observable in the 
classical statements of orthodoxy and heresy 
which will be taken up below. In analyzing them, 
we should look upon both as aUempts to get at that 
inward and very elusive experience of faith. 

I. Shin Faith 

The first example of Shin orthodoxy to 
be examined is the widely invoked doctrinal 
formula shinjin sMin sMmyl1 Mon : faith is the 
prime cause of birth in Pure Land, and the 
nembutsu is an expression of indebtedness or 
gratitude to the Buddha. This doctrinal equation is 
often presented as the crux of Shinran' s teaChings, 
and yet Shinran himself very rarely stated his 
ideas in precisely these tenns. The first part of the 
formula - that faith is the primary cause of birth 
in Pure Land - does not appear frequently in his 
writings, for it was assumed to be true every time 
Shinran mentioned faith. Shinran inherited from 
his teacher HOnen (1133-1212) the proposition 
that the nembutsu is the primary cause of birth in 
Pure Land. But what Shinran conceived of as the 
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nembutsu was the nembutsu of faith. Hence, for 
Shinran Honen's proposition really meant that 
faith, as embodied in the nembutsu, is the true 
cause of salvation. 

What is interesting about this doctrinal 
formula is that on the surface it really does not 
attempt to define the rare and enigmatic state of 
mind known as faith which is the crucial element 
for salvation. We can look in some of Shinran's 
many writings for that. Sometimes this pristine 
state of mind is defmed in tenns of the repudiation 
ofjiriki (self~ffort) and the reliance on tariki (the 
Buddha's power). Sometimes itis defmedin terms 
of jinen (naturalness) and Mni (Dhanna-quality). 
Sometimes it is defined in terms of relinquishing 
hakarai (human contrivances). What is interesting 
is that Shinran 's most extensive expositon of faith, 
that found in his KyDgyl1shinsM, is usually lim
ited to doctrinal analyses of faith, and therefore 
seldom appears in popular explanations. In his 
Kyl1gyl1shinsM exposition, Shinran explicates 
faith in terms of three elements appearing in the 
eighteenth vow: shishin (sincerity), shingya (trust 
or reliance, for lack of a beuer translation), and 
gansM (aspiration to be born in Pure Land). Here 
we have an interesting psychological profile of the 
person of faith. Sincerity: all human pretenses fall 
away when confronting Amida Buddha face to 
face in one's state of frailty and inadequacy. Trust 
or reliance: there is little recourse for humans 
outside of entrusting themselves to whatever 
saving powers might exist. Aspiration for birth in 
Pure Land: it is one's realization of the futility of 
the present life and one's hope for something 
greater that gives urgency to trust or reliance. The 
psychological frame of mind defined compositely 
by these three is, according to our doctrinal for
mula, the true cause of salvation. 

The second part of the doctrinal formula 
- that the nembutsu is an expression of gratitude 
- is often given less emphasis compared to the 
frrst. It is frequently cited to show that the nem
butsu is not an imploring invocation on the part of 
humans, nor a potent magical invocation that one 
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u\Iels to gain cenain desired ends. Rather, it 
simply expresses gratitude for blessings already 
bestoWed. This particular inlerpretation of the 
nembutsu is certainly present in Shinran's letlers, 
but it is not the dominant inrerpretation presented 
in his heavily doctrinal writings. If anything, the 
more prominent inlerpretation of the nembutsu 
presenled by Shinran, especially in his 
KylJgylJshinsM, is that the nembutsu is the 
"beckoning command of the principal vow" 
(hongan sMIam no chokumel). That is, the nem
butsu "calls" the person, rather than the person 
"calling" the nembutsu. In effect, the nembutsu 
has a magnetic power inherent in it which engages 
or commands the allention of the person. This 
inrerpretation links the nembutsu not so much to 
gratitude but rather to /1!riki, the power of Amida, 
and hence to the stale offaith. My own view is that 
when we take this more prominent inlerprelation 
of the nembutsu from Shinran's KylJgylJshinsM 
and combine it with the less prominent idea that 
the nembutsu is an expression of gratitude, we get 
a new equation that links the two parts of the 
shinjin sMin sMmylJ hoon formula together more 
meaningfully. If the nembutsu (in the form of the 
"beckoning command of the principal vow") 
equals faith and if the nembutsu also equals 
gratitude, then faith itself equals gratitude. That is, 
the life of faith is none other than the life of 
gratitude. Here we see a profounder significance 
to the idea of gratitude than simply the inner mean
ing of saying the nembutsu. Gratitude becomes 
synonymous with the religious stale that is the root 
cause of salvation. This doctrinal formula, then, is 
one allempt to explicate what the outer visible 
expression is of the inner private state of faith . 

2. KiM I1tai 

The second classical statement of Shin 
orthodoxy to be examined is the idea that the 
believer of limited capacity and the Buddha of 
absolule lruth are of one substance (kiM il/aJ). 
This is one formulation of Shin orthodoxy that 
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cannot be found in Shinran' s writings, and thus 
represents the efforts of later Shin thinken -
specially, Kakunyo and Rennyo - to explore and 
unpack the meaning of faith. Traditionally this 
doctrine has been used to analyze the words 
contained in the nembutsu. The two characlers 
Namu mean "I take refuge in .. ." (kimy{J), and in 
the nembutsu they stand for the lei, the sentient 
being of limited capacity. The four characters 
Amida Butsu are of course the Buddha's name, 
and they signify the M, the absolute lruth or 
Dharma that Amida embodies. Just as the Namu 
and the Amida Butsu are joined together in a 
single religious affirmation in the nembutsu, like
wise the believer of limited capacity (kl) and the 
Buddha of absolute lruth (h{J) are united as one 
substance (il/.aJ). 

This doctrinal proposition, though it has 
been a part of Shin Budddhism from Kakunyo's 
time OIl, presents certain conceptual problems for 
the Shin understanding of faith. As a doctrinal for
mulation, it is meant to show another dimension 
to the idea of faith. That is, faith is none other than 
the state in which the believer is united with ab
solute lruth. The problem is that the absolute lruth 
of the Buddha can be none other than complcle en
lighlenment itself. Hence, the danger of this par
ticular doctrine is that it may give the impression 
that faith is simply a cloaked Corm of enlighlen
ment. Needless to say, there have been many 
ianjin or heresies in Shin hislory that have made 
this primary assumption. II seems clear from 
Shinran's writings that he never went as far as to 
say that faith equals enlightenment Nonetheless, 
we do see several instances in his writings in 
which he idealized the state of faith to a profound 
degree. Specifically, he declared the person of 
faith to be "equal to all the Buddhas" (UJdlJ 
shobutsu). The ultimale significance of this idea 
and of the kiM illJIi doctrine as well is that faith 
is profound, rare, and precious - just as absolule 
lruth and all the Buddhas are - and hence it 
should not be taken for granted or made light of. 
It is the pristine stale of salvation in the Shin 
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Buddhist tradition, and it should be lreaSured as a 
special endowment. This understanding of faith 
underlies the Shinshu' s adoption and articulation 
of the kiM jt/ai doctrine. 

3. Relying on Buddha for Salvation 

The last formulation of Shin orthodoxy 
to be examined is the idea of "relying on the 
Buddha to please save me" (tasuke tamse 10 
tBnomu). This is a doctrinal theme that became 
very important in the Shin tradition from 
Rennyo's time, but was gradually pushed into the 
background in the late nineteenth century. Hence, 
for almost four hundred years it was seen as 
perhaps Ihe most profound explanation of failh in 
Ihe Shinshil. I pen;onally think it deserves more at
tention in present-day Shin thought than it is ac
tually given. One of the reasons I say that is 
because I am convinced that this doctrinal for
mula, unlike others, arose from among the com
mon people and only gradually gained the recog
nition of the Shinshii's ecclesiastical elite. In es
sence, it gained prominence as a doctrine from the 
bottom up rather than being propounded from the 
top down. 

The ealiest analysis of "relying on Ihe 
Buddha to please save me" is presented in 
Rennyo's teaChings. It cannot be found in 
Shinran's or Kakunyo's writings. Rennyo, how
ever, came to place considerable emphasis on it, 
and to consider it the most important idea for 
leading the ordinary person to faith . He is quoted 
as saying: 

When we speak of shinjin or 
anjin, uneducated people do not 
understand. In speaking of shin
jin and anjin, they lake them to 
be different things. All they 
need to know is that ordinary 
beings can achieve Buddhahood 
and they should rely on Amida 
to please save them in their next 
life. No matter how uneducated 
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sentient beings may be, if they 
hear this Iheywill atlain faith. In 
our tradition there is no other 
teachings besides this. (Rennyo 
ShlJnin gylJjitsu, p. 99) 

Here Rennyo Iaised this concept to the level of 
being the one and only idea that people need to 
understand. If they comprehend this, faith will 
arise in them. No other teaChing is necessary. 

The idea of "relying on the Buddha to 
please save me" has a complex and somewhat 
shadowy history. Many Shinshu scholars attribute 
the phrase to Ihe JiJdoshii, HOnen' s Pure Land 
school, or more particularly to Ihe Chinzei branch 
of that school, especially as found in the writings 
ofRy&hii (1199-1287), and SMgei (1341-1420). 
I myself believe the idea was popularized by an 
obscure group of Pure Land believers known as 
Ihe !kk!!shii - or, the "single-minded adherents." 
Most people think that the word !kkOshii was 
simply an alternative name for the Shinshii, but 
that use of the name occurred only after Rennyo' s 
lime. Prior to that the !kkOshii was more or less an 
independent group which, evidence suggests, 
Rennyo absorbed and integrated into the Shinshil. 
It was this group, I think, that popularized the ex
pression "Buddha, please save me" (tasuke /a
mae). It seems clear that this expression was 
invoked by people in times of distress or danger, 
and that it eventually became a chant repeated 
over and over again to beseech Amida to please 
save them. Needless to say, the pleading and im
portunate tone of this chant was in direct conflict 
with Ihe sense of true assurance (shiJj6) and peace 
of mind (anjin) that Rennyo and earlier Shin 
leaders had ascribed to faith. Hence, Rennyo had 
to formulate a way of linking this desperate plea 
to the Shin concept of faith. He did this through the 
idea of tBnomu, "relying on the Buddha." That is, 
the desperation that one feels in the cry, ''Please 
save me, please save me!" is a prime condition for 
experiencing "reliance on the Buddha." And this 
state of reliance is tantamount to faith. In the face 
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of hopelessness, hope arises. Faith encompasses 
both dimensions. What we see here is a profound 
innovation ofRennyo' s. Not only did he propound 
a new facet of faith or a new significance to faith, 
but be took a common religious emotion wide
spread in people - Le., the desperate desire to be 
saved - and made it a vehicle to, or a point of 
entry into, the experience of faith. This dialectical 
explanation of faith - made up of the seeming 
contradictory components of desperation and as
surance - provides new insights into the nature 
and meaning of faith. Hence, he inserted a new 
wrinkle into the fabric of Shin onhodoxy. 

The important point about all three of 
these onhodox formulas is that none is presented 
in depth in Shinran' s teachings and yet each is an 
attempt to get at what Shinran was talking about: 
that elusive and hard-to-nail-down experience of 
faith. Orthodoxy is therefore a gradually evolving 
entity in Shinshil history. It develops as a resulL of 
individuals' taking tradition - specifically, the 
premises that Shinran laid down - and internal
izing them in a process of personal confirmation. 
Because the traditional ideal that they inherited 
was the highly psychological notion of faith, their 
own explanations have also been couched in 
psychological terms - gratitude, oneness with 
the absolute, reliance on the Buddha These expe
riences are just as difficult to verify in a person as 
faith itself. But they are still revealing, for they 
show us experiential facets and dimensions of 
faith that may not be readily apparent in Shinran's 
teachings alone. Hence, they have become axioms 
of Shin onhodoxy, as found in the school's anjin 
rondai, or "articles of faith." 

SHIN HERESIES 

Let us turn our attention next to some of 
the SO<aIled heresies, or ianjin, in the history of 
the Shinshii. The particular ideas that have come 
to be regarded as heresy·are too many to enumer
ate and too diverse to sum up with a simple gen
eralization. Therefore, it is necessary to single out 
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afew examples which have a direct bearing on the 
concept of faith and which also reveal facets and 
dimensions oCCaith,just as the orthodox tenets do. 
In exploring these heresies there is one thing we 
need to keep in mind: they, too, were auempts at 
some point in time to explicate the inner meaning 
of faith. They were not altempts to twist or distort 
faith but to get al its true significance. If we are 
going to understand them in the context in which 
they were intended, we should not Ireat them in a 
stereotypical way, dismissing them without trying 
to comprehend the rationale behind them. We 
have to search out the motivations and impulses 
that led people to postulate them. Hence, it is 
essential 10 keep an open mind and to suspend the 
condemnatory auitude typically adopted in deal
ing with them. Heresies, like onhodoxy, can be 
instructive. They can indicate complexities and 
pitfalls in trying to understand faith. 

1. Licensed Evil 

The first heresy for examination is what 
has come to be known in English as "licensed evil" 
(zi1aku muge). It is the idea that faith is an inner 
state of liberation thal frees one from all ethical 
and moral obligations. One may do anything that 
one pleases; one may indulge in any capricious or 
self-serving act, for there is nothing that would 
nullify salvation. Expressed even more radically, 
immoral action is not simply one of the freedoms 
of faith; it is an obligation of faith. Not to commit 
immoral acts is to reveal some uncertainty on 
one's part over whether faith truly liberates one. 
Hence, acting in a socially reprehensible way is a 
sign of faith. Such action derives from the pro
found trust one has in Amida and in his infinite 
capacity to save. 

This heresy is an attempt to translate the 
highly private and personal experience of faith 
into public and external forms. This, needless to 
say, is the impulse thal stands behind many formu
lations of both heresy and onhodoxy. The "li_ 
censed evil" heresy, in particular, seems to be an 
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attempt to explain one dimension of Shinran's 
concept of faith, the dimension that focuses on the 
evil person as the primary object of Amida's vow 
of salvation (aleuron sMkj). If it is the evil person 
that Amida is detennined to deliver into Pure 
Uind, then the evil that a person does must not be 
an obstacle to salvation. Even the orthodox tradi
tion acknowledges that to be true. It is at this point, 
however, that the "licensed evil" heresy diverges 
from Shinran's teachings, as indicated in 
Shinran's own writings where he criticized li
censed evil adherents. When evil is willfully and 
intentionally cornmiued, using Amida's vow as a 
pretext for doing it, then it is not a matter of dis
playing one's true reliance on Amida but rather of 
manipulating Amida's vow to serve one's own 
desires. Thus,licensed evil is not an expression of 
faith but an expression of contrivance (halellt8J) 
which actually stands in the way of faith. It is only 
when evil acts erupt in one's life as a part of one's 
inherited karmic tendencies and when one laments 
the evil done even in the midst of doing it, that one 
can talk about evil as being no obstruction to 
Amida's vow. 

Concerning evil action, one other point 
should be made. There is a tendency in the 
Shinshfi to interpret the aleuron sMki doctrine -
the idea that the evil person is the primary object 

of Amida's vow - in a very noncontroversial 
way. The meaning often ascribed to it is that all 
people are evil and hence all are the object of 
salvation. Thus, people should recognize the evil 
in themselves and in the midst of that recognition 
faith will arise. There is no doubt that this interpre
tation has a basis in Shinran' s teachings. But I 
cannot help but wonder if Shinran also meant 
something more literal when he talked about the 
aleunin or evil person. That is, can Shin Buddhism 
become a faith for people who are actually recog
nized as evil? Can it have an impact on the obnox
ious and maladjusted in society? Were it to do so, 
I think the aleunin sMki doctrine would stand out 
not simply as a doctrinal platitude but also as a 
truth confinned in social experience. 
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2. Single Reward Teaching 

The second Shin heresy for examination 
is the so-called "single reward teaching" (ichiyaku 
bOOlon). It received its greatest attention not 
during Shinran's time but in Kakunyo's and 
Rennyo's period. The idea inherent in this heresy 
is that the experience of faith is none other than the 
experience of enlightenment. There are not two 
rewards - faith in this life and enlightenment in 
the next - but just one in the here and now. This 
notion shows certain affinities to the Shingon idea 
of "achieving Buddhahood in this very body" 
(sokushin jlJbutsu) and the Zen idea that the 
Buddha-nature (bussM) exists fully developed in 
all people if only they would simply realize iL 
There have been many interpretations of Pure 
Uind connected with this idea - e.g., the belief 
that the Pure Uind is not different from this corrupt 
world and that Amida is none other than a U3ns
fonnation of one's own consciousness. All of 
these are attempts to define the Shin concept of 
faith in terms of the Shingon, Zen, or perhaps Ten
dai experience of enlightenment. The Shin tradi
tion has never been willing to do thaL Hence, the 
"single reward teaching" is deemed a heresy. 

If there is anything that this particular 
heresy can teach us, it is that there is a tension or 
ambivalence in the Shin tradition concerning the 
nature of faith - an ambivalence that goes back 
not only to Rennyo and Kakunyo but also to 
Shinran himself. On the one hand, there is an 
attempt to aggrandize faith as a special transfor
mative experience that totally changes one's life. 
This undoubtedly is the intent behind Shinran's 
"equal to all Buddhas" teaching (ttJdlJ shobutsu) 
and Rennyo's "unity of believer and absolute" 
doctrine (kiM i/w). That same impulse exists in 
the "single reward teaching" and in another heresy 
which demands thaI believers pinpoint the exacl 
moment - day and time - when faith arose in 
them, when that great transformation took place. 
AU of these teachings, both orthodox and hereti
caI,lieal the "Zen" end of the spectrum in explain-
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ing what faith is. At the other end of the spectrum 
are interpretations of faith that do not depict it as 
such a sudden and jarring event. They present faith 
as a subtle and perhaps gradually evolving out
look. It does not transform one overnight, but 
slowly and steadily. Which of these two ends of 
the spectrum is the correct way of portraying 
faith? There are valid arguments, I believe, for 
both sides, but also misrepresentations can occur 
on both sides. 

3. Sang(J Wakwan Controversy 

The last of the Shin heresies to be dis
cussed concerns the concepts that were at issue in 
the great Sang(J wakwan controversy at the end of 
the eighteenth century. Specifically, they are the 
ideas that the crucial element in the religious 
make-up of the believer is the aspiration or desire 
to be born in Pure Land (gansM kimyOj and that 
in the life of faith there necessarily arises a 
response to Amida in the three spheres of human 
activity (sang(J kimyl5). In the sphere of physical 
activity one worships the Buddha (miha/); in the 
sphere of verbal activity one beseeches the Bud
dha to "please save me" (tasuke f1lI1Iae); and in the 
sphere of mental activity one earnestly thinks 
"please save me." The crux of the argument in this 
controversy was whether gansM (the aspiration to 
be born in Pure Land) was the essence of faith or 
whether trust and reliance (shingyl5) were. In a 
sense, the issue boils down to is whether the 
believer takes an active role in the salvation proc
ess or whether it is all accomplished unilaterally 
by Amida. An analogy from the doctrinal treatise 
GansM kimyoben best exemplifies the position of 
the gansM faction. According to i~ salvation 
occurs in the same way that a baby chick is born 
from an egg. The mother hen pecks at the egg and 
breaks the shell to liberate the chick, but at the 
same time the baby chick is exerting itselffrom in
side the shell, for it is motivated by the "desire to 
be born." Hence, there is a bilateral movement
inside and out- that leads to birth. Needless to 
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say, the internal desire to be born is ultimately 
traceable to the mother ben also, in the sense that 
the hen conceived the chick and laid the egg in the 
first place, but in function the activity is occurring 
on both sides. Those who opposed this view be
lieved thatshingy(J (trust or reliance) is the active 
element in a person's religious make-up, and in 
that state the person relinquishes to Amida the 
entire process by which salvation occurs. 

It is impossible to go into all the details 
of the Sang(J wakW"all controversy, but suffice it 
to say that the gansM position was accepted as 
orthodox in the beginning, but was eventually 
overturned in favor of the shingy(J position. This 
is an important event in Shinshii history, for it is 
a clear-cut instance of the changing status of 
orthodoxy. What should be pointed out about the 
gansMposition is that it was built heavily on ideas 
drawn from Rennyo's teachings, especially the 
concept of "relying on the Buddha to please save 
me." The GansM kimylJben quotes extensively 
from Rennyo's letters and cites such passages as 
the following one which strongly suggests the 
kind of desire to be born in Pure Land that the 
gansh(J faction advocated: 

IT one realizes that Amida 
Tathagata is the only Buddha 
that can save even someone of 
limited capacity such as this, 
and if, without any ado whatso
ever, one thinks intently of 
clinging to the sleeve of Amida 
Buddha tightly, and if one relies 
on the Buddha to "please save 
me" in the next life, then Amida 
Tathagata rejoices profoundly 
over this. (Rennyo SMnin ibun, 
p.2(0) 

One other point which should be stressed is that 
the idea of gansM, or aspiring to be born in Pure 
Land, was part of Shinran 's original exposition of 
faith in the Kyogy6shinsM. Theshingy(Jposition, 
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which emerged as orthodox in the controversy, 
likewise had a solid basis in Shinran' s teachings. 
With the triumph of the shingy{J faction, emphasis 
on shingy{J came 10 dominate doctrinal studies in 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The ideas 
of gsnsM and /asuke tamse to tJlnomu faded inlO 
the background in explaining the faith experience. 
Despite their eclipse, these two ideas are rich, 
revealing, and valid concepts from Shin doctrinal 
hislOry. The adherents of the gansM faction used 
them in that spirit in their attempts 10 get 81 the 
essence of faith. 

CONCLUSION 

Throughout this analysis of Shin ortho
doxy and heresy, the overriding premise has been 
that both are motivated by a desire 10 arrive at 
religious truth. That is, both are products of the at
tempt 10 take religious tnldition and make it mean
ingful for the individual through a process of 
personal eonfirmation. A body of believers puts 
any religious proposition 10 a personal and inter
nal tesL Confmnation of it makes it orthodoxy, 
and denial makes it heresy. This is the process by 
which a collection of religious tenets comes to be 
recognized as the orthodox teachings of the 
school, and other tenets are branded as heretical. 
Whatever theoutcome of this process,all religious 
propositions begin as genuine attempts to unpack 
the meaning of religious truth. Furthermore, no 
body of orthodox teachings is ever fixed once and 
for all. They are constantly changing and evolv
ing, even though they lay claim to absolute and un
changing truth. 

What does all of this mean in the context 
of the believer? On the surface, it would appear 
that we live in a world of relativism. Heretics are 
just as much in search of religious truth as 
orthodox believers. Moreover, orthodoxy is not a 
fIXed entity. for there always seems 10 be some 
important addition or reinterprelation that needs to 
be made. The shifting sands of this religious 
search could easily discourage one, or make one 
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think that there is no truth to arrive at, since all is 
relative. Th81, however, is not the conclusion to 
dmw. Rather, one should conclude that there is no 
fmal truth 10 arrive at, for religious truth is an ever 
unfolding dr.una in the life of the believer_Hence, 
the religious search must not be abandoned, even 
though the categories of orthodoxy and heresy are 
not as simple as they may have seemed. The rea
son is that the religious search is the life-blood of 
any religion. It is what it means 10 internalize tra
dition and add one's personal confmnstion to iL 
Without this search the religion is dead and the tra
dition a fossil. 

If there is anything 10 be Iearned from 
this examination of the dynamics of orthodoxy 
and heresy, it is the lessons of toleration and 
religious diversity. There is just reason to give 
others the benefit oCthe doubt, even if their image 
of religious truth is not the same as our own. Their 
image arises from the same internalizing or 
"trying-on-for-size" process that our own does. 
We do not give up our image of truth simply 
because it does not match theirs, but we accept the 
fact that truth is an infinitely faceted reality, which 
we are unable 10 fathom in fuD from our particu
lar vanrage point in hislOry. Perhaps that is what 
Shinran meant when he described the wisdom of 
Amida, and by extension the faith that Amida 
awakens in the believer, as incomprehensible 
(fukashigJ). 
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